Referral Engineering

TM

for growth-obsessed
ecommerce businesses

Discover what
Referral Engineering™
can achieve for your
business. Talk to Sales

Engage your best customers, acquire new ones and hit
every one of your KPIs with our referral marketing platform

Benefits
Grow your customer base

4m+ referrals
for 450+ businesses

Experiment throughout your referral
journey, from copy and design to
touchpoints and incentives, to discover
what resonates with your target audiences.
Sophisticated A/B testing by cohort and
segmentation capabilities equip you to
acquire customers and nurture advocacy
based on your unique Referral Dynamics™.

Drive sustainable revenue
Referred customers typically spend 11%
more on their first order, return more often
and are 5x more likely to refer onwards
than those acquired through other
channels. So you can create a cycle of
growth that keeps on spinning.

A high-performing

Gather (and act on) first-party data
Use referral data to enhance performance
throughout the customer lifecycle. This
includes creating lookalike audiences for
paid social that typically uplift social
conversion rates by 53%.

Invest minimal resource
Spend just one hour a week on your referral
programme to maintain high-performance.
All supported by our award-winning referral
experts, on-hand to provide best practice
guidance, industry insights and day-to-day
campaign management.

Open a new channel in record time
Go live in 30 days (or less) with the help of
our Onboarding team, and see results
within hours. Mention Me easily integrates
with Javascript tags and plugs into all
major e-commerce platforms.

marketing channel

30% 10x
Our engineered
referral programmes
increase customer
acquisition by as
much as 30%

Referral delivers
10x ROI

11% 5x
Referred customers
typically spend 11%
more on their first
order

Referred customers
are 5x more likely to
refer others

4x

53%

A/B testing increases
referred customer
acquisition by 4x within
the first 6 months

Lookalike audiences
based on referral data
typically uplift social
conversion rates by 53%

